Abstract. Although texture is a widely analyzed property in computer vision, models which relate this feature with human perception are needed. In this paper, a model that associates computational fineness measures with the human perception of this type of texture property is proposed. The fineness perception is collected from human subjects, performing an aggregation of their assessments. Considering a wide variety of measures, a coarseness-fineness function relating these features with the human assesments is obtained as the function which provides the best fit of the collected data.
Introduction
Texture is, together with the color and shape, one of the most important features used in the analysis of natural images. It is usual to describe visual textures according to some properties like coarseness-fineness, orientation or regularity [1, 2] . From all of them, the coarseness-fineness is one of the most popular, being common to associate the presence of texture with the presence of fineness.
Different approaches for texture characterization have been developed over the years [3, 4, 5] . Haralick [3] proposed a classification of such approaches in two main groups: statistical methods (which analyze gray tone spatial distribution by computing some statistics on pixel intensities) and structural methods (which characterize texture by means of texels arranged in a certain way that is given by a set of rules). However, one of the main drawback of theses methods is that there is not a clear perceptual relationship between the measure value and the way the humans perceive the texture.
One of the first papers where human perception of texture is taken into account was presented by Tamura [2] . However, in Tamura's paper the relationship between the computational measures and the human perception of the different textural features is not learnt, just a rank correlation value is given. More recent approaches perform experiments with humans in order to model human perception, but it is usual that the results given by such models just compare two images giving measure of their similarity [6] , or only analyze the presence or not of texture without given a measure value [7] .
In this paper we face the problem of relating the texture measures with the human perception of texture. Concretely, we focus our study in the coarsenessfineness property, proposing models which relate representative measures of texture (usually some statistic) with its human perception of fineness. For this purpose, a wide variety of measures are analyzed, and human assessments about texture perception are collected. From this data, a functional relationship between the measures and the human assessments is learnt.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce our methodology to obtain the functions that model the fineness textural property. In section 3 we show the results of applying the models and the main conclusions and future work are sumarized in section 4.
Perceptually-Based Fineness Functions
Focusing our study on fineness-coarseness property, there are different measures over the literature that, given an image, capture the fineness (or coarseness) presence in the sense that the greater the value given by the measure, the greater the perception of texture. However two main drawbacks are found: on the one hand, there is no perceptual relationship between that value and the degree that humans perceive the texture; on the other hand, there are no thresholds that, given a certain measure, allow to decide whether there is fine texture, coarse texture or something intermediate (i.e. there are no intervals on the measure domain allowing for textural interpretation).
In this paper, we face the above questions by proposing a function of fineness perception defined on the domain of a given subset of fineness and coarseness measures. Let P = {P 1 , . . . , P K } be the set of K fineness measures analyzed in this paper (showed in the first column of Table 1 ), and let F = {F 1 , . . . , F K } ⊆ P be a subset of K ≤ K measures selected from P. Thus, we propose to model the fineness perception by means of a function T F defined as
with K being the cardinality of F . The value given by the function T F will indicate how fine or coarse is the texture present in an image. Thus, a value of 1 will mean fineness presence while a value of 0 will mean no fineness presence (i.e. coarseness presence). Therefore, values between 0 and 1 will represent the degree of how fine the image is perceived (the closer the value to 1, the greater the perception of fineness).
In this paper, we propose to obtain T F by fitting a suitable function relating fineness measures with the degree of fineness perceived by humans. To learn this To get these assessments, a poll will be performed (section 2.1). Therefore, for each image, we will have pairs of measure-assessment values, so a fitting will be applied in order to obtain a suitable function (section 2.2).
Assessment Collection
In this section, the way to obtain the fineness assessments from the image set I will be described. From now on, we will note as Γ = {v 1 , . . . , v N } the set of fineness assessment values associated to I, with v i being the aggregated value representing the degree of fineness perceived by humans in the image I i ∈ I.
The texture image set. A set I = {I 1 , . . . , I N } of N = 80 images representative of the fineness-coarseness property has been selected. Figure 1 shows some images extracted from the set I. The selection was done satisfying the following properties: (1) it covers the different presence degrees of fineness-coarseness, (2) the number of images for each degree is representative enough, and (3) each image shows, as far as possible, just one degree of fineness. Due to the third property, each image can viewed as "homogeneous" respect to the fineness degree represented, i.e., if we select two random windows (with a dimension which does not "break" the original texture primitives and structure), the perceived fineness will be the same for each window (and also respect to the original image).
As we explained, given an image I i ∈ I, a set of measures F will be applied on it. In fact, and thanks to the third property, we really can apply these measures for each subimage, assuming that the human assessment associated to that subimage will be the human assessment associated to the whole image.
From now on, we will note as M being the result of applying the measure F k ∈ F to the w-th window of the image I i . Therefore, and using the previous notation, the set of valid pairs used for the fitting procedure will be given by
with N being the number of images and W the number of windows considered for each image.
The poll. Given the image set I, the next step is to obtain assessments about the perception of fineness from a set of subjects. From now on, we shall denote
L ] the vector of assessments obtained from L subjects for image I i . To get Θ i , subjects will be asked to assign images to classes, so that each class has associated a perception degree of texture. In particular, 20 subjects have participated in the poll and 9 classes have been considered. The first nine images in figure 1 show the nine representative images for each class used in this poll. It should be noticed that the images are decreasingly ordered according to the perception degree of fineness.
Assessment aggregation. Our aim at this point is to obtain, for each image I i ∈ I, one assessment v i that summarizes the vector of assessments Θ i given by the different subjects about the perception degree of fineness. To aggregate opinions we have used an OWA operator guided by the quantifier "the most" [8] which allows to represent the opinion of majority of the polled subjects.
Fitting the Function
At this point, the aim is to obtain, for a given subset of measures F ⊆ P, the corresponding function T F by fitting a suitable curve to the set Ψ F . In this paper, the robust fitting based on M-estimators (a generalization of the least squares fitting)) has been used [15] . For each image I i ∈ I, W = 2000 subimages of size 32 × 32 have been considered (so 16000 points have been used for the fitting). For defining F , we have focused our analysis on the cases of K = 1 and K = 2. The unidimensional case (K = 1) will allow to study each measure separately, comparing its goodness respect to the others. In the bidimensional case (K = 2), we will combine two measures in order to improve the individual ones (all the combinations of two elements have been considered). For higher dimensions (K ≥ 3), the fitting based on M-estimators is too complex, so new methods for finding T F need to be considered (for example, some kind of heuristic approaches). The case of K ≥ 3 will be considered in future works.
Both the unidimensional and bidimensional fittings are analyzed in the next subsections. In both cases, the following considerations will be taked into account: (1) T F should be a monotonic function, and (2) the values T F (x) = 0 and T F (x) = 1 should be achieved from a certain value. It should be noticed that there is an error related to the fitting, calculated as the mean of the absolute difference between the data points and the curve. This error can also be viewed as a goodness measurement of the measures used in F . [9] 0.1891 Amadasun Correlation 0.1354 Tamura [2] 0.1994 Abbadeni Tamura 0.1373 Edge density (ED) [3] 0.2044 Amadasun ED 0.1431 DGD [10] 0.2120 Correlation Abbadeni 0.1433 Local Homogeneity [3] 0. Unidimensional fitting. Regarding the above properties, in the case of K = 1 we propose to define T F as a function of the form
with poly1(x; a n . . . a 0 ) being a polynomial function poly1(x; a n . . . a 0 ) = a n x n + . . .
In our proposal, the parameters a n . . . a 0 , α and β of the function T F are calculated by carrying out the robust fitting on Ψ F . For the polynomial function, the cases of n=1,2,3 have been considered. Table 1 shows, for each measure F k ∈ F, the least error obtained in the fitting process (sorted in increasing order of the errors). The parameter values corresonding to the lowest error fitting (correlation) are also shown in Table 1 . It should be noticed that we haven't carried out the fitting with six of the measures. Four of them (marked with WSD) are rejected because their values are affected by the window size. The other two (marked with NR) produce a diffuse cloud of points Ψ F with no representative information.
Bidimensional fitting. In the case of K = 2, we define T F as a function of the form:
with poly2(x, y; coef ) being a polynomial function of two variables
As in the unidimensioanl case, the parameters a (n!+n) . . . a 0 of the function T F are calculated by carrying out the robust fitting on Ψ F . For the polynomial function, the cases of n=1,2,3 have been considered. Table 1 shows the least fitting error obtained for each pair of measures (only the pairs compound by the first six measures in the unidimensional case are shown). It can be noticed that the use of bidimensional functions reduces the error and provides better fineness models than the unidimensional ones. In addition, the combination of two measures improves the results obtained for each measure separately. In our experiments, the pair F = {F D, Amadasun} gives the best results. The parameter values corresponding to this member function are shown in Table 1 .
Results
In this section, the function T F with the least fitting error, corresponding to the pair of measures F = {F D, Amadasun} , will be applied in order to analyze the performance of the proposed model.
Let's consider Figure 2 (A) corresponding to a mosaic made by several images, each one with a different increasing perception degree of fineness. The fineness of each subimage has been calculated using the proposed model and the results are shown in Figure 2(B) , being v the value of the human assessment and f the value computed by our model. It can be noticed that our model captures the evolution of the perception degrees of fineness. (Figure 3(A) ) corresponding to the microstructure of a metal sample. The lamellae indicates islands of eutectic, which need to be separated from the uniform light regions. The brightness values in regions are similar to the background ones, so texture information is needed for extracting the uniform areas. This fact is showed in Figure 3(B1,B2) , where a thersholding on the original image is displayed (homogeneous regions cannot be separated from the textured ones).
Figure 3(C1) shows a mapping from the original image to its fineness values using the proposed model (a window of size 20 × 20 has been used). It can be noticed that uniform regions correspond to areas with low values of fineness (i.e., high coarseness), so if only the pixels with fineness values lower than 0.1 are selected (which it is equivalent to a coarseness degree upper than 0.9), the uniform light regions emerge with ease ( Figure 3(C2,C3) ). 
Conclusions
In this paper, functions relating computational fineness measures with the human perception of this type of texture property have been proposed. In order to obtain assessments about fineness perception, a group of human subjects have been polled. From the collected data, a robust fitting procedure has been applied, resulting unidimensional and bidimensional functions with perceptual meaningful. In our study, the combination of the Amadasum and the FD measures has given the best fitting. The results show a high performance of the model respect to the assessments given by subjects.
